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A look at crime at
Fairfield

Mirror File Photo

Bad boys, bad boys:
Criminal incidents on
the rise

• ••

BY JOE CARRETTA

Photo lustration by Chris Simmons

By the numbers:
Jeanne Clery report
2006

Incident

2007

Change

Aggravated Assault

1

5

+4 "

Larceny-Theft

52

58

+6

Burglary

24

26

+2

Drug abuse arrests

8

15

+7

Liquor law arrests

0

2

+2

Sexual assaults

1

1

0

756

900

+144

77

-7

Disciplinary referrals for:
Liquor law violations

Drug abuse violations 84

Whether it be a late night trip back from the
library or an early morning stagger back to a dorm,
BY JOE CARRETTA
many Fairfield students appear to feel safe on their
suburban campus.
It's Friday night, you have a red cup in your
. Despite this feeling, the number of onhand and your standards are gradually lowering as
campus crimes jumped from 88 in 2006 to 108
you dive head first into the night with a little prein 2007, according to Fairfield's Uniform Campus
gaming in your room. Just when it seems like your
Crime Report.
night is going swimmingly, you hear three knocks
The report, which the federal government
at your door and know the Domino's guy isn't here
mandates annually for all colleges and universities,
four hours early.
shows incidents of murder, sex offenses,
The number of disciplinary referrals
INSIDE:
robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, hate
for drug and alcohol violations increased
EDITORIAL
crimes, arson and motor vehicle theft.
significantly in alcohol violations, but
P. 7
Aside from cases of arson, which de- :
dropped slightly in the number of drug
creased from one in 2006 to zero in 2007,
violation referrals in 2007, compared to
sexual assault remained at one reported incident
2006, according to the latest statistics released by
for each year. Murder and motor vehicle theft both
the University in its annual Jeanne Clery Disclosure
remained at zero reported incidents, but every
Report.
other category increased by at lease one incident
Liquor law violations increased from 756
from the previous year, including four additional
incidents in 2006 to 900 incidents in 2007, while
reports of aggravated assault.
drug abuse violations decreased from 84 incidents
Associate Director of Public Safety Frank
in 2006 to 77 in 2007.
Ficko said Public Safety is constantly monitoring
Associate Vice President of Student Affairs
campus, and takes their job very seriously since
and Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino attributed
student safety is such an important issue. He noted
this increase in liquor-related violations not to the
that no matter where they are, the most important
behavior of students but to increased statewide
things students can do to stay safe is always stay
compliance standards and the diligence of current
conscious of their environment.
University Resident Assistants.
"Students should always be aware of their
"A law was recently passed in the state of Consurroundings, and feel comfortable with the people
necticut that holds private landowners responsible
they are socializing with," Ficko said. "Never
for incidents which occur on their property," said
leave drinks unattended, never travel with anyone
Pellegrino. "It forces us as a school to be more
SEE "STUDENTS" ON P.

INSIDE:

And alcohol violations
see significant increase
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... where we'll try to find some examples and bring them to you.
We are mavericks after all.

BY TOM CLEARY

Boston College starts $1.5 billion capital
improvement plan
To celebrate its 150th anniversary, Boston College
has set out to raise $1.5 billion to improve its campus
and academics. The campaign, which is known as
"Light the World," will run for seven years and has
already raised $520 million in its "quiet phase." Increasing financial aid is a major part of the plan, with
$300 million going towards increasing the amount of
aid given.
It will also provide money to build four new
academic buildings, a new recreational complex, a
fine arts center and new athletic facilities, which will
cost in total $225 million. The plan also calls for the
construction of new residential buildings, which have
not been approved yet, but would make BC the first
college in Boston to provide housing to its entire undergraduate student body.
Source: The BC Heights

1MB*
Loyola College (MD) to change name
Starting with the 2009 academic year Loyola College in Maryland will become Loyola University Maryland, after the school's executive committee finalized
the change of designation from college to university
this past summer. The name change still needs to be
approved by the Maryland Higher Education Commission. The Loyola College of Arts and Sciences will
assume the name Loyola College in order to preserve
the history and identity of the name.
The change has resulted in some negative responses from alumni and many have taken steps to try
and stop the name change by organizing other alumni
against the switch. Those alumni believe that the name
change is a poor decision, based solely on marketing,
which will in turn make the school less distinct among
the other three Loyola universities in the country
(Loyola University Chicago, Loyola University New
Orleans and Loyola Marymount University).
The name change is one step in a plan by the
Loyola College in Maryland administration to make
itself the leading Catholic university in the country.
Source: The Greyhound

Laura Zakreski/The Mirror

Moving toward tolerance: Junior Michael Cicirelli spoke about his experiences as a homosexual man to a packed
crowd at the Quick Center to kick off his Project Halo college tour.

Cicirelli: Tm a homo ... homo-sapien"
by his attackers brought upon him will come back to them at
some point.
Editor's Note: Some of the language in the first paraCicirelli was able to keep the mood light, even while
graph may be considered offensive.
discussing a somber situation. To start his talk, he said, "I'm
a homo ... homo-sapien."
Three large boys pulled a smaller boy into a dark comer
Not unfamiliar with the argument and decrees that being
of an Ohio high school. "You stupid fucking fag, you're gonna gay is "against nature," to hearing suggestions that "we [the
get it ten times worse in hell." They began to beat him merci- Lesbian Gay Bi-Sexual Transgender community] all have
lessly and strategically, in places that would not be obvious AIDs," it is even more impressive that he has been so evenkeeled in dealing with his past.
to his friends and family.
The victim was left gasping for breath after punches to
A common question asked by many audience members
the ribs, kicks to the groin and knees to the spine. After one was why Cicirelli is able to remain so composed.
exceedingly hard punch, the victim's ribs cracked and he was
"I have 400,000 years of information :
iNsinFunable to catch his breath. He stood up in a complete panic to learn and I have 100 years to do it, "he :
and blacked out.
said. "I have a husband to find and lovej A MESSAGE OF
At this point, the victim could see the light at the end and children to take care of."
tne tunne
Many students were impressed with
HOPE
INSIDF*
'• °^
' ~ death was near. The
: attackers fled, and the victim was mi- the event and Cicirelli's triumphs.
i
p. 13
ACKNOWLEDG- j raculously able t0 nurse himself back
"It was a very moving event that
ING THE LGBT; int0 stabie condition.
encapsulated a lot of feelings and thoughts that aren't usually
COMMUNITY
The victim, Michael Cicirelli, is addressed ... acceptance is the beginning to an end of hatred,"
now a 21-year-old student at Fairfield. said Nick Bakalov'll.
P. 9
Ending hatred is something that Cicirelli has been workHe is gay. He spent his time in high
school a quiet recluse, scared silent by such uncountable ing on since he started Project Halo last year. At Fairfield,
beatings from intolerant, short-sighted classmates, he told a Cicirelli met a core group of friends who have kept him going.
They are what motivate him to wake up, go to class, and live
packed University Quick Center Thursday night..
Instead of running to the police or school officials, Cicire- life to the fullest.
"I was very proud of Michael," said Lauren Zaremba '08.
lli, like thousands of gays around the country, succumbed to
a secret life, one of silence. Cicirelli said he was so scared of I've seen him grow so much ... he was very graphic and matter
what his attackers would do to his family and friends that he of fact. You need that. You need the reality ... what he is doing
is promoting an inclusive and accepting community."
told no one of his terrible experiences.
Cicirelli ended by addressing everyone in the audience,
Cicirelli said he does not feel any anger or resentment
towards his attackers. A practicing Buddhist, he believes in calling for "angels" to aid him in his quest to eradicate the
Karma. In this case, all of the anger and resentment shown "cancer" that is sweeping the world: Hate.
BY ROBERT BONNER

Progress so far and room for improvement:
Virus causes Georgetown to close dining hall
The Georgetown University O'Donovan dining
hall was shut down for two days last week after an
outbreak of a virus sent at least 212 students to the
University health center of Georgetown Hospital.
The virus caused gastrointestinal problems for
affected students and was traced to the dining hall
by the D.C. Department of Health, which was unable to determine the direct cause of the virus.
O'Donovan Hall was renovated over the summer to include more stations where students are
served by workers, resulting in the elimination of
stations where students were able to prepare their
own food.
Source: The Hoya

A note for online readers about the new Web site
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS
FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

As you may have noticed from your recent visit to our
Web site, The Mirror online is a work in progress.
Our online and print staff has been working diligently
to bring you content throughout the week - in addition to
our regular Thursday edition - to show you that The Mirror is serious about its news coverage and can bring you a
multifaceted perspective.
We have an endless number of ideas for content on
Fairfieldmirror.com. As you may have already seen, we have
added video to our site, including a series that will give you
an inside look into the weekly publication process. Further,

the selection of lead stories at the top of the site and the list of
stories from each of the sections, located at the bottom of the
home page, make features more easily accessible.
However, not everyone is impressed by the new features
of The Mirror online.
To those individuals, we appreciate your understanding
and patience. What we can fix and design ourselves, such as
design elements of the actual content - as you have been able to
tell with the changing face of the homepage - we are currently
experimenting with and establishing a user-friendly system.
We are limited in some capacities by the constraints of
the new technology of College Publisher 5.0. But, we take
all criticism and critiques into consideration as we renovate
SEE "LETTER" ON P.
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Work for free and get paid:
Companies, students both see benefits of volunteerism

BY KERI HARRISON
BY MICHELLE MORRISON

F airfield students to host Congressional debate
In preparation of an election
race for a spot in the U.S. House of
Representatives between Republican
Congressman Christopher Shays
and Democrat Jim Himes, Fairfield
students will hosts and participate as
questioners in a congressional debate
October 16, according to a University
press release.
Along with moderator Phillip
Eliasoph, a University professor and
director of Open Visions, the student
panel will consist of the presidents
of the Young Republicans and Young
Democrats, Karla Carpenter '09 and
Carol Cirota '09, and another member
of each club, as well as a reporter
from the HAM Channel and WVOF,
Augusta Mellon '09.
The debate, which is scheduled
to start at 7 p.m., will be shown live
on CPTV and broadcast on WNPR/
WVOF.

become important to students looking for
jobs, but organizations are also emphasizing
When Nadine Hovnanian '09 is looking
volunteering to their employees.
for a full-time job, a top criterion in her search
Wylie Smith Blake, Fairfield campus
is whether the company works toward betterminister and coordinator of service outreach,
ing the global community.
said that community service has become more
Like Hovnanian, many of today's colmainstream in recent years.
lege graduates are lookWhether students get involved
ing for companies that
because of their faith background,
value community service,
a desire to serve or necessity, "once
corporate integrity and
they're doing it, they want to stay
respect for the environinvolved," said Blake.
ment, according to ShanCompanies today are aware
non Schuyler, managing
of the increasing interest in comdirector of corporate remunity outreach, according to
sponsibility at PricewaCathleen Borgman, director of
terhouseCoopers.
Fairfield career planning.
"A lot of them now
Businesses are using comsay that really moving
munity service opportunities and
up the ladder of what
job deferment for a year of posthelps them determine
graduation service as a vehicle to
where to go is this whole
reach out to potential new hires,
notion of giving back,"
said Borgman.
said Schuyler.
Supporting employee's pasMirror File Photo
Over the years, the Service learning Community service is equal attractive to both potensions in this area helps companies
key characteristic stu- tial employees and employers.
because it builds teamwork and
dents look for in comunity as well as firm loyalty and
panies has changed from salary to work/life search criteria, behind salary.
quality of service, according to Schuyler.
balance to a company's willingness to take
"I'm looking for a company that has
PricewaterhouseCoopers acknowledges
care of the world and their local community, morals and ethical principles," said Escobar. employee dedication to community service by
said Schuyler.
"I want to work for honest managers. I want a offering benefits like ten paid volunteer hours
"As an individual employee, I'm only company that values their employees."
per employee that are included in his or her
a drop in the ocean that is the corporation,"
Not only has community responsibility annual report, said Schuyler.

Discoverers of AIDS and cancer
viruses to receive Nobel Prize
The World Health Report 2008, released by the World Health Organization
on Tuesday, illustrates huge disparities
in global health care, especially between
rich nations and poor nations, and calls
for a new universal health care system,
according to a CNN report.
In order to combat the many discrepancies in health care worldwide,
based on the government expenditures,
the organization encourages governments to examine how much time and
money is allocated to their own national
health care. A universal health care system would help the focus to be placed
on primary health care for all people in
which risks for disease would be lowered
globally.

Wildfires ravaged parts of California, forcing state of emergency
Massive wildfires raced through
southern California on Tuesday, causing evacuations from homes and marine
barracks. California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger declared a state of
emergency in the Los Angeles and Ventura counties.
According to a CNN report, fires
burned in the hills and mountains north
of Los Angeles, at Camp Pendleton and
east of San Diego. Together, the fires
have charred more than 18,000 acres;
they are being pushed by the Santa Ana
winds at more then 70 miles per hour.
Two people were reported killed.

Contributed Photo

said Hovnanian, an economics major, "but
I want to make sure that what I do helps a
greater force (being the corporation) serve a
greater good." j
Dan Escobar' 10, a business management
major, said that the honesty that a company
shows in its business ranks second in his job

Sexual healing:
Trojan releases annual collegiate sexual health rankings
BY BRETT BRAILEY (U-WIRE)

Trojan condoms have released the 2008
college sexual health rankings. Stamford
rose to the number one ranking while DePaul ranked last at 139th. The University
of Connecticut ranked fifth as having good
sexual health.
The rankings are based on criteria that
include student opinion of the campus's
student health center; sexual awareness programs; whether or not the campus provides
contraception for free or at cost; if and where
students can be tested for HIV and STDs;
and Web site usability and functionality. It
also uses criteria such as hours of operations
at the student health center, separate sexual
awareness programs, sexual assault programs and student peer groups on campus.
Michelle Harcrow, coordinator and
health promotion advisor for the Student
Health Center at Alabama, said although
the university has made great strides in all
areas that Trojan listed as criteria, the survey
cannot be considered as scientific but rather
as a marketing ploy for Trojan.
"[The Sexual Health Report Card] is not
a reflection on us," Harcrow said.
Harcrow said part of the strides the campus has made include information booths that
have been at the Ferguson Center. She also
said student organizations can contact the
Health Center and request programs regarding sex health and healthy relationships.
Bert Sperling, president of SperlingBestPlaces, the research firm that conducted
the study, said that he conducted his research
by looking at different campuses' health
center Web sites, asking student health personnel to participate in surveys and posting
advertisements on Facebook asking students
to give their opinion of what their campus
does to promote sexual health.
Sperling said that for large schools,
Sperling-BestPlaces received over 100 responses and for smaller schools an average
of 64 responses.

"This is the only study like this that's
out there where it compares the student
health centers and services like this," Sperling said. "I know it's only in the area of
sexual health information, but I think it's
a great resource for the different student
health centers to see how they compare
with other student health services around
the country. We're not medical researchers
and we're not saying what needs to be done,
but we've done our research and got opinion
from students."
Though Sperling said the research firm
contacted Student Health Center personnel,
Harcrow said that to her knowledge no one
at the Student Health Center was contacted
to participate in the study. Harcrow said
the research done was not scientific.
"It's not a group of professional
researchers that come together to do
unbiased reliable research because real
research is unbiased. It's just examining
content in an area without trying to prove
its point. [Trojan] has a spin and that's
part of the whole publicity and marketing," she said.
Holly Kennedy, founder of Choice
Alabama, said she doesn't think the
university is a sexually-healthy campus.
Choice Alabama hosted a Sex Ed Fair at
the Ferguson Center Plaza last week.
"Contraception isn't easily accessible
[on campus]," Kennedy said.
Kennedy said another reason she
doesn't find the university a sexuallyhealthy campus is because of the lack of
free STD and HIV testing. Kennedy said
one place students can go to be tested for
HIV for free is the West Alabama AIDS
Outreach.
"If we're the 49th [most] sexually
healthy campus, then the rest of the nation is screwed," Kennedy said. "There's
just so much shame here regarding sex—
whether that's religious or cultural, I don't
know. When people came to get condoms
at the Sex Ed Fair when Choice Alabama

was handing them out at the Ferg, there were
a lot of people that would come up, look
around, grab them and then scurry away."
Harcrow said the university has improved in being more of a sexually-healthy
campus and will continue to improve.
"We are making and taking great strides
to inform and educate our students about sex
health and healthy relationships and sexual
responsibility," she said.
"We are doing great things and really
trying to increase- awareness and educate
our students about things that are true and
things that are invalid, so things like this
distort opinion."

Top ten healthiest
1. Stanford
2. Columbia
3. Cornell

4. Iowa
5. Denver
6. Connecticut
7. West Virginia
8. South Carolina-Columbia
9. Georgia
10. Wyoming

Bottom ten
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.

Marquette
Utah Valley State
Brigham Young
Toledo
Baylor
Louisiana Tech
Notre Dame
Providence
St. John's
DePaul
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Flaming trash cans and criminal trespass
BY DANIEL

LErrao

Tuesday, October 7
1:27 a.m. There was vandalism reported in the town
houses. An individual smashed a rock through a
townhouse window. The on-duty carpen
ter and Pritchard employee were called
for clean up and repair. Two suspects
were identified and the investigation
is ongoing.

four laptops stolen from a room in Canisius. The laptops
were valued at $1,400 each. The Fairfield police department was called in to assist with the investigation. The
investigation is ongoing.
Sunday, October 12
3:01 a.m. Noncompliance was reported
by an RA and required public safety intervention. The students were written up.
2:33 p.m. A professor called in a suspicious person at the school of nursing person.
The person was located by public safety and
had no identification present and no affiliation with the school. The person was issued a
criminal trespass warning.

Thursday, October 9
1:45 a.m. In the townhouses, a littering violation occurred. The offender
was given a verbal warning.
7:01 p.m. A trash can was found on
fire outside the Barone Campus Center.
The flames were extinguished by the officer
on duty.
Friday, October 10
2:05 a.m. A domestic dispute involving two students
occurred. Public safety was called and quelled the dispute.
Both students were referred to judicial.

Monday, October 13
11:59 a.m. A hit-and-run occurred in the village.
Anyone with information is asked to please contact Public
Safety as the investigation is ongoing.
2:47 p.m. A non-student was arrested for breaching
the peace by Fairfield Police department in the library. The
person was issued a criminal trespass warning.

8:12 a.m. Computer networking services reported

Letter from the editor
CONTINUED FROM P.

2

the site.
To address some of the complaints we have received, the
following will hopefully address some of your concerns:
Weekly e-mails: Many of our users have told us they
have not been receiving the weekly e-mails. If you would like
to receive these e-mails, please make the following changes
to your account:
•
Under the main Web site, log into the site using your
existing user name and password.
•
Once logged in, under the statement "Welcome, (your
name)!" click on "Modify your account."
•
Under the "Modify your account" page, check the
boxes next to any e-mails you wish to receive. Then,
click "submit."
•
The Web site should then state, "Your profile has

been updated."
Online user comments: The new site allows users to
more easily comment to articles. Please consult the "User
content posting rules."
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Students should be aware of surroundings to prevent crime
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

Public Safety officers can do to keep every
student safe at all times.
"As far as students feeling safe as they
go through their everyday lives, I think that
regardless of whether we are in suburban
Connecticut or in a crowded urban center,
we all need to be aware of our surroundings

who is impaired or under the influence of a
controlled substance, and report suspicious
persons or behavior to Police or Public
Safety immediately."
Ficko said many criminal incidents
included in the report are due to
the presence of students' guest,
particularly those of which students
neglect to register. He described
how students must register their
guests, and are responsible for their
guest's actions if they prove to be
against University policy.
He also addressed larceny,
which at 58 reported incidents, is
the highest statistic on the report.
He said in most cases, the entry is
not forcible and usually stems from
students not locking their doors, or
leaving them propped open.
"Everyone, not just Public
Safety, plays a role in keeping our
campus safe," Ficko said. "We count
on community members to serve as
extra eyes and ears for anything that
appears out of the ordinary."
Nathan Lubich, the area coordinator of the townhouses, said
feels that Fairfield is extremely
safe for both students and staffs, Fairfield's most wanted: Criminal offenses increased
and take all measures of safety
extremely seriously.
and take ownership for our own safety and
"From their regular rounds to monitor- well-being," Ficko said. "So while this is most
ing who enters campus at night, I have found definitely a safe campus for students, leaving
Public Safety to do a great job in maintaining your door open while you go take a shower
a safe atmosphere on campus," he said.
or leaving valuables in an unlocked car is just
Despite his assertion, he reiterated the asking for someone to take advantage of the
point Ficko made concerning personal student opportunity."
responsibility and said there is only so much
FUSA President Jeff Seiser also

A

praised Public Safety for doing what he
called an outstanding job, and said he has
never been afraid to anything during his
time here at Fairfield.
"The duty of Public Safety is to protect
us, ensure we are acting maturely and assist
us in an emergency should it come about,"

slightly in 2007.
Seiser said. "Through a combination of
their protection of various safety programs
such as RAD classes and the Safe Ride
Program, students are kept safe throughout
the Fairfield campus."
The Connecticut General Statute Section
10a-55 and Public Law 101-542, as amended,
requires each institution of higher education

within the State of Connecticut is required to
annually prepare a Uniform Campus Crime
Report (UCCR), consistent with the FBI's
Uniform Crime Reporting system (UCR). The
report is to reflect the crime statistics on the
property of the institution for the preceding
calendar year.
When questioned about the
increasing statistics of the report, Associate of Vice President
oOf Student Affairs and Dean of
Students Tom Pellegrino said
that Fairfield puts together a very
detailed report that is well above
the requirement of the state law,
which is one reason why the results might be startling.
"We include every single
incident which is documented by Resident Assistants or
Public Safety within campus
boundaries," he said. "Many
schools don't compose a report
as comprehensive as the Jeanne
Clery, which is reflected in their
crime statistics."
"Nonetheless, Public Safety
continues to work towards the
general safety of the student
body," Pellegrino continued.
le Photo
"It is up to the students themselves to take steps to ensure their
own safety and act in accordance
with University policy," he added.
Many students such as Rebecca White '09
feel say they generally feel safe on campus.
"I think some policies such as letting
people anyone on campus without a check
point is a little lax, but overall I never feel in
danger while on campus," said White.
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Private landowners responsible for actions on their property,
influencing Fairfield's alcohol policy
"Kegs were a magnet for high-risk
drinking," he said. "There was only one
other private university in Connecticut that
hadn't already taken that measure. We are
responsible for behavior that can be result
from high risk drinking."

ponents to either side of the argument.
"Opponents to the initiative say it
is just a way for colleges to take the rediligent about underage drinking and its
sponsibility off themselves," he said. "On
consequences."
the other hand, it is almost not feasible to
In recent years, there have been many
enforce the law across campus. It is not
changes to University policy that have
from a lack of desire but rather a
restricted the ability of students to
lack of ability to constantly monitor
gather and consume alcohol and, thus,
the situation."
in a more vulnerable position to be
Jogues Resident Assistant Will
documented for their actions.
McPherson '10, said he hasn't noThe two most notable of these
ticed a substantial increase in bad
changes was the banning of kegs on
behavior, but acknowledged how
campus and the permanent closing of
kids are attempting to adapt to the
the townhouse basements.
school's policy.
"We were forced to close the base"Last year I was a RA in Camments because of an obvious safety
pion, and the kids are definitely
issue," said Pellegrino. "Not only were
understanding how to get around the
they a fire hazard, but the steps were
system," he said. "It doesn't seem that
not meant to hold the amount of people
the behavior is that much worse, but
that would be on them in the event of a
the kids are trying to be more discreet
documentation of the house."
about what they do because they
Nathan Lubich, the townhouse area
know the school is real strict about
coordinator, said students are liable to
the alcohol policy."
adhere to the University policy, and can
FUSA President Jeff Seiser said
suffer consequences if they do not.
drugs and alcohol are both major
"All students, by attending the
problems and are connected to one anUniversity, agree to abide by the Student
other, but feels that Public Safety and
Handbook which outlines the policies
the resident assistants are constantly
and expectations that all students are
Peter Caty/The Mirror doing their part to combat the issue.
to follow," he said. "In many ways our Getting tipsy: Fairfield banned kegs and locked the basements on campus in order to restrict on-cam"With the increase of drug and alpolicies reflect the laws of the State pus gatherings that promote drinking, contributing to the rise in 2007 numbers for alcohol violations.
cohol violations it seems that students
of Connecticut which do not allowing
are drinking and then doing drugs to
students under the age of 21 to purchase,
Pellegrino did acknowledge that the "This type of behavior is also obviously either find a balance or to further their inebripossess or consume alcohol."
ever tightening arm of the University law has very dangerous."
ated feeling," said Seiser.
Lubich also noted that some University pushed students to do their drinking off camIn regards to the Amethyst initiative,
"This jump could also be attributed to
polices stem from, but are not exactly the pus, a fact he admitted is very unsettling.
which calls for the drinking age to be more organized DPS and RA staffs and to
same as, state law such as the restriction of
"We can't attempt to enforce abstinence," lowered, Pellegrino said he agrees with roommates reporting dangerous behaviors
kegs on campus, a decision Pellegrino signed said Pellegrino "If students know they may University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx, of other roommates. "■
get in trouble on campus', they choose to use but acknowledged there will always be opoffonin2006.
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

fake identification and travel to off-campus
bars that allow this behavior."
"The problem with this scenario is
kids can become intoxicated in foreign
places and then get dropped off not quite on
campus in very bad shape," said Pellegrino.
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A prime time for discussion
In evaluating the current crime reports for on campus
offenses, one can see that the number of reported incidents of larceny and underage drinking has increased.
However, if you asked any student on campus if they
think crime has gone up, most would say they haven't
noticed an increase in illegal behaviors.
With the enactment of stricter state mandates on
drinking, Public Safety has been encouraged to be less
forgiving when it comes to punishing underage drinking
and other offenses, such as drug use. Now, it is normal
protocol for Public Safety to turn those with drugs over
to the Fairfield Police, rather than simply writing them
up. As a result it appears that less students are being
documented for drug use, while in reality those students
are simply being arrested more often.
Other factors may be affecting the numbers as well.
The prohibition of kegs on campus lowered the maximum amount of alcohol students can have in their possession, making it easier to punish students. Since the
lock-up of Townhouse basements, it would only make
sense that more parties would be raided by Public Safety
as the noise complaints are more frequent.
However, it may be that since the basement lock-up,
more students are traveling to the beach at night to avoid
Public Safety's reign over on-campus parties. This, in
turn, creates more risks and proposes larger questions,
such as preventing drinking and driving. It is also possible that safe transportation from students from the beach
to campus at night could eventually exist. Questions like
these, especially since the drunken driving accident at
the beach when student Jack Cleverley '10 was sent to
the hospital, should be increasingly addressed by administration and students alike.
Although Public Safety may be becoming more
diligent about punishing offenders on campus, no visible
efforts have been made to improve the system in which
students must go through after they are written up for
an offense. Preventative programs should be made more
extensive every year, despite what the numbers tell us.
Looming over this whole debate is the possibility
of a big change: the Amethyst Initiative. The initiative,
which means to lower the legal drinking age, has been
formally recognized by our school. All of the current statistics on alcohol on campus could be completely transformed in the coming years if this initiative is enacted.
Administrators asked for discussion on the underage
drinking issue; let's start talking.

In reference to this issue's p. 1 story "A look at crime at Fairfield" by Joe Carretta.

Guitar Hero spawns a revolution

newest releases. Any song featured
in Guitar Hero will be instantly
recognized by the masses after the
It's hard to believe that in
November 2006 I was silently
game's release. A prime example of
this is Dragonforce's "Through the
chuckling to myself when a friend
Fire and the Flames," which on Exof mine told me that he spent $90 on
pert difficulty is touted as the most
what I dismissed as a "Fisher-Price
difficult song in the entire Guitar
toy guitar." I was mistaken, for the
Hero franchise. I personally know
Guitar Hero phenomena took the
only one person who has passed
world by storm soon after.
this song on Expert, and it's that
Developers of video games
accomplishment that raised the bar
have tried to tailor games to all
for my goals even higher.
imaginable genres. What better way
At first I thought the idea
to bring gaming to a casual audiwas ludicrous because,
ence than through music? A
after all, the time I
quick glance at this plastic
spend playing fake
instrument would lead one
guitar could be put
to think that this is some
towards
learning real
child's plaything, but in fact
guitar. Many months
the opposite is true.
and many virtual rotGuitar Hero brings to
ten tomatoes later, I've
the table a chance to show
learned that being a
off some skill while still
Guitar Hero is a feat
being accessible to newPhoto Illustration by Jon -.
unto itself. It's somecomers. Wrth four difficulty ^ m g Fisher.Price toy guitar. This p|astic toy
thing one can show off
levels available, newbies provic(es entertainment for all ages
to friends, and with the
can play alongside experi
enced Guitar Heroes. It offers songs tournament and, despite the numer- expansions upon the series it takes
from newer bands, such as Fall Out ous. Expert-level players, everyone the general idea of making music
Boy, and oldies from the Rolling had fun. It's this quality of the game and brings it to the mainstream.
I admit that my initial dismissal
Stones, allowing for a taste from that makes it so appealing, for it
gives even the musically-inept a of Guitar Hero was completely unall musical genres.
I was eventually persuaded to chance to enjoy playing songs made warranted. It's easy to play, difficult
to master and overall a wonderful
pick up Guitar Hero 2 for the Xbox by the pros.
By the time Guitar Hero 3 experience that has woven its way
360, and I looked away in shame
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
as I failed my first song on Easy. I came out, I was rocking on Hard. into the homes of children, the
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirror.comment@gmaii.com
practiced and moved on to Medium I had already played the songs on dorms of fellow college students
fairly quickly, but I was filled with Guitar Hero 2 to death, and the doz- and many other places.
Games like Guitar Hero and
envy when a good friend of mine ens of new songs in its sequel were
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
blew through songs on Expert. It quite refreshing. At last with some Rock Band make music into someand contributions of its readers:
gave me a kind of goal to strive for. more practice I was able to move thing that can bring even the most
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
There
are video games for the sake on to Expert, and it was wonderful unlikely types together. After all,
e-mailed to themirror.feedback@mail.com
of
gaming,
and then there are video to finally play with my friends as my skills at playing on Expert have
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
brought me plenty of attention at the
games of skill. I was determined to an equal.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
From my experience, having kiosks in Best Buy. It's something
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
be up there with the best of players.
Little did I know that it'd be a long a high level of skill in a game that anyone can pick up and with some
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
targets such a wide audience is the invested time become skilled.
road ahead.
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
Whether you've already formed
perfect method to bringing yourself
There
are
pit
stops
on
that
road
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
a
virtual
band or you're ready to take
some
semblance
of
popularity.
that
make
it
all
the
more
exciting.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
some
initiative
and buy a guitar
With
the
huge
popularity
of
For
instance,
it's
right
here
on
our
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
controller
and
game,
it's never too
these
games,
bands
have
taken
the
campus that we see why musical
late
to
jump
on
the
bandwagon
and
video games should not be dis- initiative to try and have their music
The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center
ROCK
ON!
missed as a waste of time. Students featured on the main set lists of the
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BY NlLES MUZYK

bring their plastic guitars from home
and play with friends, whether it be
alongside with or against them.
Gonzaga R.A. Antonio Musto '11
hosted a Guitar Hero & Faux Pong
tournament in the Gonzaga Third
Floor lounge on Sept. 29, bringing
together guys and girls alike in two
different competitions of skill.
There has always been a divide
between gamers and non-gamers,
and Guitar Hero bridges that gap
perfectly. Various students tried
their hand at Guitar Hero during the
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Acknowledging the LGBT community
Letter
to the
Editor

Demanding respect
BY LAURA DOWNEY

To the Editor:
Over the past several weeks, student
organization posters have been defaced
and club presidents have received anonymous e-mails depicting sexist and homophobic comments. These anonymous
messages of hate have deeply affected
members of our community, especially
student leaders working hard to promote
a civil, respectful and open campus
for all students regardless of gender,
sexual orientation, race, religion or
ability. Acts in such an anonymous and
hateful fashion do not encourage open
dialogue of difference and undermine
our educational mission committed to
civil discourse.
Members of Alliance, Vagina Warriors and other student groups on
campus have planned several programs
and events to recognize and eradicate
injustice and we encourage all students,
faculty and staff to participate in these
events to encourage dialogue, understanding and learning.
It is only through this dialogue and
respectful conversation that we can celebrate the differences each of us brings
to our campus community. We encourage and support student organizations
such as Alliance and Vagina Warriors
in their efforts to cultivate a supportive,
open and respectful campus climate for
all students.
As a Jesuit University, we are a
community of scholarship and faith,
anchored by a belief in the inherent dignity of each person. The Jesuit ideal of
being men and women for others is not
limited to the relationships we have with
people who share our beliefs, lifestyles
or traditions.
Rather, it very much includes the
relationships we have with those who
lead different lives and/or subscribe to
different beliefs.
Student organizations and their work for this community
promote our Jesuit mission and support
the community all of us work so hard
to create.
We acknowledge and appreciate the
efforts of all students, faculty and staff
who work diligently to engage conversations of difference and promote learning
in our community.
Should anyone encounter future
incidents of graffiti or any hateful acts,
please contact the Department of Public
Safety at ext. 4090 or the Office of the
Dean of Students at ext. 4211.
Sincerely,

Deborah Cady Melzer, Ph.D.
Dean of Student Development

Matthew Dinnan
Sr. Associate Dean/Director
of Student Activities

Thomas Pellegrino, J.D., Ph.D.
Associate Vice President/Dean of
Students

Commanding attention: Cicirelli earns a full standing ovation.

Project Halo opens eyes
BY MELISSA MANN

In my three years so far at Fairfield, I have maybe once seen the Quick Center
filled to capacity.
But Thursday night at junior Michael Cicirelli's Project Halo, almost every
one of the 750 seats was filled with students, all waiting to hear what it was he
had to say.
Cicirelli's Project Halo was designed to expose students the dangers of hate
and the violent abuse that happens all too often in the LGBT community. Cicirelli
spoke in particular about his own abuse during high school, something that was both
moving and deeply disturbing all at the same time.
It was a depressing talk, no doubt, but Cicirelli managed to infuse it with humor
and a lightheartedness which amazed me. For something as serious as the trauma
he suffered and the means in which it was inflicted, to be able to speak of it in front
of 700-plus students in the way that he did is remarkable and a true testament to
Cicirelli's character.
While this a large part of Cicirelli's talk, the main point of Project Halo was not
just to talk about his own life experiences, it was to open our eyes to the ugly world
that's still out there regarding treatment of LGBT individuals.
"Judgment leads to fear and fear leads to destruction," Cicirelli said in his talk.
"Hate is a cancer that is sweeping across the world."
It is this issue of hate that Project Halo is working to eliminate, although we all
know it will never disappear completely. That doesn't mean something like Project
Halo is worthless; if anything, it's the most important thing we can do as students. To
learn from it and to understand, so that other students won't have to suffer the same
things Michael Cicirelli had to endure. It's our education on this subject that will
help us to speak up when others are silent, to be the angels Cicirelli referred to.
"It was inspiring to hear his story," said Jennifer Grimmel '12. "He has a lot of
courage to be able to tell everyone about it."
The proof of that was simply in the standing ovation Cicirelli received at the
conclusion of his talk. I feel that everyone in the audience was affected by Project
Halo, whether it was from Cicirelli's high school experience or the emotional slideshow he presented at the very end, with gruesome scenes of the violence other LGBT
individuals have so fiercely encountered.
"I hope the community will get the message," remarked Alex Cody '12. And
for everyone else out there struggling to understand why this happens and wants it
to stop, I hope they do too.

Gay, queer, homosexual - what these words
mean to one person are not necessarily the same for
another person.
Homosexuality is a reality that needs to be taken
seriously. It is not some issue that can be shoved under
the carpet while other problems dubbed "more important"
take precedence.
The abuse, verbal and physical, of homosexuals is a
serious problem and needs to be addressed immediately.
Recently there has been various incidents involving
signs put up by the Alliance, advertising an upcoming
event, along with threats towards Alliance president Jonas
Stankovich '10, in response to an article he wrote for The
Mirror a week earlier.
Such incidents are products of ignorance or fear of
something unfamiliar and new. How is it that one can be
harassed for who they are, just as being blonde and blue
eyed makes you a person.
It is unacceptable that people who are just trying to
embrace who they were bom as are being verbally abused
and made to feel as if they are not equals on campus and
in the community.
How is it fair that the gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered percentage of the student population is
being forced to repress their inner self because of people
who are uneducated and scared of something that is not
deemed "the norm"?
As a campus, it is time to come together and support
those that are different from the rest of us. It is our job as a
community to make all those part of it feel comfortable.
It is a time of change where being homosexual is
something that people should not be afraid of, but something to be understood and accepted because it is who
they are and not who they choose to be.
Did you wake up one day and decide to be attracted to
the opposite sex? Why then should it be seen any different
for those who are attracted to the same sex?
Awareness and acceptance on campus is, however, growing. The attendance to Project Halo last
week is a prime example that times are changing.
People are interested in learning more.
Education is key. The more people know, the
easier it will be for people struggling with who they
are to be comfortable enough to embrace it.
Homosexuality is not a disease. It is not something to be scared of and it is something that has been
around for centuries. It is important to remember all
of these things.
The feelings of our classmates should always be
of the utmost importance to everyone. It is time for
us to be educated and start being the allies that they
need us to be.

Stop denying your love for 'High School Musical'
between, but even college kids love it. There's
just something about Troy and Gabriella
singing "Breaking Free" that makes all of us
Ah, "High School Musical."
Sure, we're now all in college, but I'm
romantics swoon.
"High School Musical 3" even has the
still looking for a person that doesn't (at least
potential to draw older viewers in, since
secretly) love "High School Musical." Even
it deals with the cast's senior year of high
if you say you don't, you're lying, because
school, and naturally the whole graduation
you don't want your friends to think you're
and college application process. Who doesn't
obsessed with Disney. It's fine though, beknow what that's like, to be afraid of the
cause chances are, all your friends secretly
scary, unknown college world away from
love it too.
all of your friends (and possible boyfriend
I'll be the first to admit that I have a
or girlfriend)?
fond admiration for both "High School
;ontributed Photo
I can relate to that, and I'm a junior in
Musical" movies, and Zac Efron is cer- This could be the last you'll see of them: Troy
college.
But of course that's not really why
tainly not hard on the eyes. In fact, I will and Qabriella return to the screen in "HSM3."
I'm going to see "HSM 3": I'm going because
also admit that my friend sent me a "High
School Musical" birthday card, complete with Musical" has a good looking cast and terribly I like cheesy movie sound tracks that I can sing
a locker poster of Zac Efron as Troy Bolton catchy songs, that if you're crazier than I am, and dance to while I'm getting ready to go out,
(yes, clearly it was intended for teenagers or you can learn the dances to. No, the plot and because I have a now not-so-secret crush
even pre-adolescents).
isn't complicated, and it is definitely cliche: on Zac Efron.
On Oct. 25 (because let's be realistic
Needless to say, I was more than elated Girl is new at school, girl meets boy, the
when I heard the news that "High School Musi- friends of boy and girl don't want them to be -we're in college and we like to go out on Frical 3" was due to come out, and in theaters no together, boy and girl overcome all obstacles day nights) I will be sitting in a packed movie
theater with all my other college-age "HSM
less. Luckily, by chance I was able to see this and fall in love.
But even with a simple plot line, it's ap- "aficionados, and we will be back around
movie preview with one of my best friends,
pealing to everyone. Yes, it was marketed for campus Monday singing the 10 new songs
who also happened to be as excited as I was.
And why wouldn't we be? "High School teenagers and teeny-boppers and all of those in from the movie to our hearts' content.
BY MELISSA MANN
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Not your usual school 'Project*:
Student shows others how hope starts with them
Amanda
Smyth, class of'12,
On Thursday, Oct. 9,
expressed, Project
junior Michael Cicirelli
Halo was insightful.
was featured at the Quick
It opened my eyes
to some of the truly
Center kicking off his Projhorrendous experiect Halo College Tour.
ences people who
Project Halo is a program created by Cicirelli
have alternative
lifestyles go through
himself to inform and eduon a daily basis.
cate students about the lesbiNonetheless,
an, gay, bi-sexual and transas the slides rolled,
sexual (LGBT) community
these images of hate
and to offer insight into the
transformed into picintolerance and hatred they
ture of hope and love;
frequently experience.
Michael holding his
A packed crowd of
niece, him smiling
students and community
and goofing around
members filed into the Kelwith his friends.
ley Center Theater of the
The truly amazQuick Center on Thursday
ing part of this exnight. While the room was
perience was not
filled with close friends and
witnessing hate
classmates of Cicirelli, the
manifested, but inmajority of the audience
stead being able to
consisted of uninformed
see someone who
freshman, attending the
Laura Zakreski/The Mirror
went through of all
event for FYE (First-Year
Calling all angels: Mike Cicirelli used images such as x-rays of broken lungs in his slideshow to present the severe effects of
this
come out the
Experience) credit.
abuse some people endure because of intolerance to their sexual orientation.
other side.
Little did students
Cicirelli has
know how much more
they would walk away with, than just an a true insiders look at the truly wretched dysfunction, and has to forever live with had the ability to forgive, and today shows
all the love and appreciation in the world
F. Y.E credit checked off their list. Cicirelli and horrible things he went through being the psychological effects of this hatred.
Cicirelli then continued with Halo by for his family and friends.
explained to us the three main objectives a gay member of his high school comHalo sends an inspiring message of
munity. While the majority of us were showing the audience a slideshow he had
of Project Halo:
The first is to educate the greater scared for our social status or Calculus put together. A collection of pictures made the need for hope and understanding.
community on what it means to be LGBT, grade, Cicirelli feared, on a daily basis, us all cringe; men holding signs displaying Project Halo accurately addressed societhomosexual hate messages, pictures of ies need for humanity, and showed that
the second objective is to explore current for his life.
social norms and biases, and the third obAt one point, three bullies broke his x-rays of broken ribs, bones, even jaws, this can start with our school.
"Fairfield University as a community
jective is to show individuals who might ribs. He suffered internal bleeding on images of people brutally beaten to death
be tempted to indulge in this negative a daily basis, and had constant bruises, because of their sexual orientation, made can show love and understanding," said
which became ritual for him. Cicirelli people in the audience look away in dis- Sara Hoegen '12.
behavior what their victims experience.
He continued the evening giving us suffered permanent spine damage, nerve gust and horror.
BY JESSICA GIORDANO

10 Questions with...

The Mail Room's Patti Covino

BY DREW GARLAND

5. If you had to guess?
Well, I guess as many times as needed.
This week for Burning Questions, I decided
to pick the brain of one of Fairfield University's
favorite people, Patti Covino, better known as
the the Mail Lady.
We have all heard her say "Good morning!" with enthusiasm or thank us happily for
showing her bur StagCards, but what really
is Patti all about? Despite her urging that she
is "not really that interesting," The Mirror sat
down with her in an exclusive interview.
1. When did you start working here at Fairfield University?
September 19, 1990
2. And how long have you been in the mail industry?
Well, 18 years.
3. Hmm, makes sense. When would you say that you started saying
you're trademark phrase of "Thanks, (insert student name here)"?
(Laughs) Well, I guess it was on my very first day.
4. How many times do you think you say that per day?
Oh jeeze (laughs), I'm not sure.

6. Fair enough. What's the strangest name that you've had to say
"thanks" to?
(Laughs) I've had some strange ones. If I can't pronounce it, I'll ask
them to. Then I'll tell them I'll try my best next time.
7. What is the dumbest question a student has ever asked you?
Oh, there are no dumb questions. They just don't know often times.
8. Do you have a preference for either Fed-Ex or UPS?
There are a lot of carriers we deal with, and I really like them all.
9. If you had to tell the students of Fairfield University one thing,
what would it be?
I guess it would be just to always have your slips and IDs. Oh, and to
not lose the slips either.
10. Thank you for your time, Patti. As a final question, who would
you say is your favorite reporter from The Mirror?
Well, I don't really know any of them.
But you do now.
Then I guess it would have to be you!
Thanks, Patti.
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Good to the last drop:
BY COLLEEN GIBSON

As Fairfield students conduct their noontime ritual
of walking to the Campus Center to check their mail and
read newspaper headlines, halfway around the world
an Ethiopian farmer is nearing a break in his day. He
is harvesting coffee and has been since before students
are awake.
He is one of 12 million Ethiopians who make their
living working in the coffee industry; however, unlike his
fellow coffee growers, he is not being paid a fair price.
And starting this week you can help him and many
others around the world make a fair wage by simply
doing what you already do: drinking coffee.
This week, Sodexho will begin to exclusively serve
fair trade coffee in the Stag diner, main dining hall, and
Canisius snack bar. Jazzman's, on the other hand, will
continue to serve a selection of fair trade coffees among
the many blends the cafe already offers. The reason
behind this change in inventory- simply put - students
demanded it.
More specifically, the student group Students for
Social Justice (S4SJ) rallied support and made a commitment to make the University a purveyor of coffee
that is not only of the highest quality, but also supports
the growers and communities that produce it.
"Fair trade coffee guarantees farmers from third
world countries the equivalent of a minimum wage" Maggie Ward' 12, a member of S4SJ, said. "Basically, it gives
them just payment for their hard work - imagine that!"
In fact, the certification that products are fair trade
ensures a number of things. First, farmers are paid a fair
price for their goods, giving them the ability to support a
family and send their children to school instead of keeping them in the field. Moreover, a fair-wage benefits the
entire community as they work together to better their
society through increased income.

Minor

Sodexho serving free trade coffee to benefit
farmers in Third World countries

cafeteria, the group scheduled a meeting
with Bryan Davis, general manager of dining
services on campus.
"We expected resistance by Sodexho to
our campaign" said Kristin Villanueva '09, an
executive board member of S4SJ, "We were
prepared to petition for change, but Sodexho
was really understanding and open to what
we had to say"
From a single meeting between the two
parties, it was decided that Sodexho's next
order of coffee would be exclusively fair
trade. That leads us to this week when inventory should turn over and the Stag diner,
main dining hall, and Canisius snack bar will
serve only fair trade coffee.
But what about Jazzman's?
In the past, fair trade coffee has been
offered on a rotating schedule at the cafe,
occupying at most two of the eight spots
on Jazzman's menu. Yet even as all other
places on campus switch to fair trade coffee,
Jazzman's is bound by its distributor.
In selecting what coffee to brew,
Meghan Schelzi/ The Mirror Jazzman's, a brand, chose to build its menu
Fair Trade all around: As of this week, the majority of the coffee on coffee that is environmentally friendly but
served on campus is now fair trade due to the hard work of the
not necessarily fair trade. The result is a brew
Students for Social Justice.
that protects the rainforest but not the farmers
who produce it - A true moral conundrum.
Secondly, a fair price guarantees that the highest
Yet, despite the absence of solely fair trade coffee
quality product is produced under the greatest care. from Jazzman's kudos must be given to Sodexho for
This means avoiding cost-cutting means of production working with students to live out the Jesuit ideals of
and, in most cases, assuring that products are organic or Fairfield and with each cup choosing to benefit the world
shade grown, helping to preserve the environment and beyond their wallets.
biodiversity in threatened areas.
The decision by Sodexho to switch their entire inEditor's note: Colleen Gibson is a senior member
ventory of coffee to fair-trade suppliers was facilitated of Students for Social Justice.
by S4SJ. After posting comment cards en masse in the

The Mirror and The HAM Channel present

Cooking with Frank
This Week's Dish:
Deluxe Grilled Cheese
The ingredients:
1 packet of butter
2 pieces of bread
l
A cup chopped bacon bits
l
A cup chopped red onion
Vi cup shredded mozzarella

The preparation:
1. Preheat stovetop to between 200 and
250 °F
2. Add 1 packet of butter.
3. As butter melts, add first piece of
bread.
4. Add cheese, bacon, and onion.
5. Add second piece of bread.
6. Once cheese begins to melt, flip
sandwich.
7. Allow to cook until both sides are
golden brown.

Watch student chef Frank Romano '10 cook his Grilled Cheese on "Barone Appetit," which is now playing on The
HAM Channel. You can also see this HAM Channel video and others at www.youtube.com/thehamchannel.

Feed your future
See how many ways there are
to create your own path at PwC.
Begin at www.pwc.tv

Editor: JP Porretta
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Tim Reynolds prepares for fall tour
The guitarist sits down with The Mirror to discuss his upcoming show in Fairfield this Friday
country. Each time you play the same place two different times it's always a little
different. Each gig, no matter what you expect is a little different.
Fairfield, I like it up there. Actually I was there earlier this year and it was fun. I
like that little venue. It's like those kind of places in general, it's got this real vibe of,
you know, playing to people. The environment where you can really feel the people
and the music really fills up the room.
TM: Yeah, Fairfield Theater definitely provides for an intimate atmosphere.
TR: Yeah, I like the ways it's shaped. Kind of like the arch of the floor.
TM: Earlier this year you started recording with Dave Matthews, which is the
first time you've been in the studio with him since recording 'Some Devil" in 2003.
How is that going?
TR: Good, we just kind of got started on it, really. I think we'll be doing more
of that later this year. I think it will be really good. It's just good to be in there doing
that again.
TM: In your and Dave's album "Live at Radio City," there is a lot of improvisation. How has your jazz background helped your improvisational music skills?
TR: Oh yeah, jazz and Indian music from India too. Because there is a whole
different type of improvisation from that kind of music which is all about adrenaline.
And jazz is mostly, a lot of times anyway, about cordial structures and you know
there are different kinds of things in both of those kinds of music for improvising.
There are a lot of different ways to improvise. It's hard to try to encompass all of it in
a single night because you might have a certain type of headspace arid then a couple
minutes later break into a kind of mode depending on the moment and the energy of
the place, the energy of yourself and the interaction. With improvising you can come
up with some improvisation on a certain night but sometimes you play the same licks
several time and it kind of fills the duality of it. Thinking, "well there were a couple
moment where I was just playing for kicks and a couple times I was trading flow.".
That's the good thing about playing a lot of gigs. You don't have to feel like "well
that night was a bummer, what am I going to do about that?" There is always another
night to break into new things. You have another opportunity to make up for some
something and can continue a bunch of new things.

Myspace.com

Reynold's soothing guitar styling coming to Fairfield: Famous guitarist will be at the
Fairfield Theater this Friday.

TM: You haven't had a solo album since 2005's "Parallel Universe". Do you
have anything in the works?
TR: Oh, yeah. We recorded a TR3 record this spring, which will come out early in
the year next year and I'm really psyched about that.

BY JOHN PADOVANO

In an exclusive interview with The Mirror, Tim Reynolds, who has worked with the
Dave Matthews Band, discussed his current tour.
The Mirror: Your first show of the tour was on Friday in Charlotte, and you are
playing in some other big cities like Pittsburgh, New York and Indianapolis. What made
you pick a small town like Fairfield and which do you enjoy playing more, a small town
or a big city?
Tim Reynolds: I kind of like the variety really. Personally, I like playing in the

TM: Are the majority of the songs you are playing on this tour from the new album?
TR: Yeah, I think so. Yeah, you're going to hear a lot of the songs we worked up,
plus a lot of other ones.
We are kind of learning some new songs and also building up a list of songs, a
repertoire as it were. Learning some more songs from the "Parallel Universe" and then
going wide into the different periods of music over the years. It's good to keeps learning
songs whether they are covers or originals, you know. It's all good.

Gamers take a ride down 'Hell's Highway'
BY MICHAEL BENNETT

As video game shelves are flooded
with World War II shooters, Gearbox's
"Brothers in Arms: Hell's Highway" looks
to stand apart this holiday season.
Next-generation systems are given an
early gift with "Hell's Highway." The game
features rich graphics and an epic score but
suffers from bugs.
This edition of "Hell's Highway"
continues the popular franchise's ongoing
story. If you haven't played the prequels,
you might be left out. However, the game's
story is breathtaking and throughout, the
loopholes will be filled in.
The player drops into Operation Market Garden, an Allied airborne invasion
of the Nazi Netherlands. The Allies must
secure highway 69, or Hell's Highway,
necessary for supplies and transportation.
The game chronicles how the Americans
suffered heavy German resistance on the
two-lane road.
The game play is squad-based, like
earlier "Brother in Arms" games. The
squads are diverse with heavy weapons,
grenadiers, and infantrymen. Going alone
on "Hell's Highway" is risky as the game

requires strategy.
Where the game excels, it also suffers.
There are glitches that make you want to
throw your controller against the wall. For
example, a squad won't listen to you and
instead stand in the enemy's fire line. Other
times, squads won't listen at all.
Game play becomes frustrating, even
if the story is too good. Gearbox promises
updates via the Xbox 360 and Playstation
3 online systems.
When the player performs fascinating
feats, the camera will zoom in on the action
and slow down. If a group of enemies is taken out by a grenade, the camera catches all
the bloody, gory action. "Brothers in Arms"
doesn't fail to provide all the details.
Between missions, cut scenes become
the game's highlight. The cinematic cut
scenes keep you seated through the ten hour
game. The storytelling, on par with Band of
Brothers, shows the camaraderie of soldiers
and the emotions they suffer.
The game's realism sets it apart from
the redundancy in most shooters. The
graphics feature real-time shading and
high-dynamic lighting. Also, the environments are completely destructible. Wagons,
stone walls and even animals react realisti-

jlamespot.com

A new brand of war games: You don't need to wait for the holiday season for "Brothers in Arms: Hell's Highway."
cally to gunfire, rockets, and grenades.
The multi-player is the game's major
downside. A squad-based game become a
free-for-all online. Players must wait until
the end of the round to play again; rounds
can last up to five minutes as well. Foulmouthed players, bugs and long wait
times become frustrating.
The game delivers a unique
game play and film-like cuts scenes

unlike other shooters. Bugs and the multiplayer annoyances make it frustrating.
It's definitely worth $60 if you're looking for a refreshing first-person shooter
this holiday.
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Oasis brings its heart and 'soul' with new album
'n' roll roots that made the
group the popular band it
once was.
Now with its seventh
album, "Dig Out Your Soul,"
Oasis has returned to its
rightful place in music again.
The album, which is very
reminiscent of the rock styling of the group's debut
album "Definitely Maybe,"
brings eleven tracks and little
reason to be disappointed.
The album opens up
with distorted guitar driven
track, "Bag It Up," a song
so powerful it will leave
all listeners bobbing their
heads and playing the air
drums. The album begins to
get really impressive once
the second track plays, "The
Turning." The track begins
Loyal fans will 'dig' Oasis' new album: Oasis returns full force to rock 'n' roll roots with with a blues-esque intro, the
its seventh studio album, "Dig Out Your Soul."
first verse slowly builds up
for a minute until it explodes
BY JP PORRETTA
in its heavy yet great chorus.
The real highlight of the album comes on the fourth
Marking almost four years since the band's last album,
Oasis return to the airwaves with full force on its marvelous
new album, "Dig Out Your Soul."
Once recognized as one of the biggest bands on the
mainstream with mega hits such as "Wonderwall" and
"Champagne Supernova," Oasis never really retained the
success it once had back in the mid '90s. The group's 2000
album "Standing on the Shoulder of Giants" was a total failure at producing a new psychedelic sound, and their 2002
album "Heathen Chemistry" left most fans unimpressed.
It was with its 2005 album, "Don't Believe the Truth," that
fans could notice the band beginning to return to its rock

track, "Shock of the Lightning," which is also the first
single. If the first three songs on the album haven't sold
you over quite yet, "The Shock of the Lightning" will blow
you away. Although the song has a very simple guitar riff
played over and over, the song brings an incredibly powerful refrain, one that might be the catchiest in a very long
time. "Love is a time machine / up on the silver screen /
It's all in my mind / It's all in my mind." All it took was
one listen of this single for me to realize that my favorite
Brit-rockers have finally returned to the greatness they
once possessed.
The good tunes don't stop there, though. The single is
followed by seven more tracks, all impressive in the band's
own right. "I'm Outta Time," another noteworthy song,
is a slow hair raising acoustic ballad that gives listeners
a relaxing break from all the hard rocking the Gallagher
brothers bring on "Soul."
"Dig Out Your Soul" may not be for everyone, though.
If you are only a fan of Oasis's ballads such as "Wonderwall," "Stop Crying Your Heart Out," and "Don't Go Away,"
then this album is probably not your cup of tea. If you are a
fan of that British rock sound from the band's first album,
"Definitely Maybe," then you can stop listening to the new
Coldplay album; Britain brought us a new album to melt
your stereos.
So watch your backs, Coldplay. It looks like Oasis
is stepping back in the ring to reclaim its title as best
English act.

1.) Shock of the Lightning
2.) The Turning
3.) I'm Outta Time
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Donde Esta La
Playa

Is There a Ghost
by Band of Horses
From the Album "Everything all
the Time"
This song is a mellow yet epic
melange of sounds ... Something
you'd want a concert to start
with.

by The Walkmen
From the Album "You and
Me"
This song has a great progression and is guaranteed to make
you addicted to this band,
do yourself a favor and don't
listen to it.

Despite What You've Been Told
by Two Gallants
From the Album
"Two Gallants"
Fun but also twangy in the way that you wouldn't expect. The
drummer in this band is awesome.

West Coast

Blue Ridge Mountains

by Coconut Records
From the Album
"Night Timing"
This song is cute and fun with a great
beat and lyrics that might make you
cry if you really listen.

by Fleet Foxes
From the Album "Fleet Foxes"
Saw the band live in NYC. This song is
beautiful. Watch the group's performance
on Late Night with David Letterman on
YouTube if you want to get the full effect.

YouTube Top 5:

All of these songs and more just as awesome as they are can be
heard on WVOF 88.5, Fairfield University Radio. Visit our Web site
at WVOF.org for our weekly charts and more awesome stuff.

bb you want this* to be ybui
Tell us of your eclectic music selections
by sending an e-mail to
mirror. entertainment@gmail. com

Turtles, babies and 'hey, baby

BY COURTNEY KERN

Australian Party Boy
This kid is absolutely ridiculous. Just
watch him in this interview completely
unapologetic as he owes $20,000 to police
for holding a rager with 500 kids while his
parents were away. We've all been there
but no one can come out as nonchalant as
this kid when facing as big a problem as a
huge fine and the wrath of his parents.

Grape Stomping
While it is wrong to laugh at
people getting hurt, it is hard not
to get a kick out of people tripping. We call this physical humor.
Luckily this woman is alive and
well. Grape stomping appears to
be a hard task especially on live
television. Watch the faces of the
news anchors in the studio after this
gnarly tumble.

All video clip photos from YouTube.com

Evil Eye
This baby makes a very funny face. Check
out the video to see what I mean. I'm not sure how
such a young child can make a face and perfectly
every time. His parents clearly took a lot of time
teaching him this "skill."

Zombie Kid
In the spirit of fall and Halloween,
it is appropriate to show the video of the
"Zombie Kid." This news interview is
extremely random but worth watching. Be
sure to notice the interviewer's reaction as
she has to think quick on her feet with the
boy's response.

Can I Have Your Number?
I dare you to find me one person who
does not laugh hysterically when they watch
this video. Just when I thought MadTV
couldn't be funny if it's life depended on it,
they produce this hilarious video.
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'Body of Lies' shows potential but lacks depth
BY NICHOLAS SMITH

Spy thrillers have one thing in common. They all are confusing.
When you get swept away into the
world of espionage one of the first things
lost amid the ambiguously unclear plot is
comprehension. Once you realize that you
won't completely understand what's happening until the very end, it's easier to just
sit back and take it.
"Body of Lies" maintains the legacy of
the spy thriller while creating a meaningful social commentary on the state of the
Middle East, and it can be best described
through the film's three main characters.
Russell Crowe plays Ed Hoffman, a
high-ranking CIA agent who controls the
Middle Eastern sphere of intelligence from
the safety of his western society. He has
grown fat and arrogant, and has a sense of
entitlement that stems from the fact that he's
American. His contempt for Middle-Eastern
culture is played perfectly by Crowe, whose
brilliant American accent is matched by the
fact that he gained 50 pounds for the role.
Believe me, he is not the gladiator that once
brought him to fame.
His conceited and discourteous character is played off marvelously by the Jordan
Intelligence Director Hanni, played by
Mark Strong. Hanni is the foil to Crowe's
Hoffman, as Hanni is portrayed as subtle,
polite, shrewd, yet immersed in the MiddleEastern way of life. Mark Strong, while
never getting much attention because of
his overshadowing two co-stars, really is a
central character in the film and more than
holds his own among two of the greatest
actors today.
Somewhere between the two extremes

is Roger Faris, played by Leonardo DiCaprio, who continues to solidify his
career with an excellent performance. He
is the American hero, who selflessly engrosses himself in the Middle-Eastern way
of life to combat the threat that plagues
his homeland. Yet, being so engrossed,
he develops a respect for the Middle East,
which in time develops into love. It is capsulated in a love story between him and an
Iranian Nurse named Aisha and played by
Golshifteh Farahani.
The three of these characters battle
each other to achieve the same goal. Faris,
being the middle man, loses a sense of
who to trust. But, since it is DiCaprio and
he must be the star, it is him who creates a
brilliant plot to capture a high ranking terrorist, and it is him who is impaled upon
his own sword when everything seems to
go wrong. The story throughout is spot on,
with a script by William Monaghan, the
writer of The Departed, and directed by the
peerless Ridley Scott.
If you are reading this in the paper,
you'll notice that, despite this all together
glowing review, the movie didn't receive my
full marks. I assure you I have a perfectly
reasonable explanation.
You see, movies achieve greatness with
a proportionate amount of depth. Depth of
emotion, depth of comedy, depth of characters. This movie did not have depth. Every
time this movie hinted at a source of depth,
it instead delved into a depth of that spy
thriller virtue, complexity. Most of the great
movies are great because they reflected the
simplicity of the human condition, where
everything boiled down into one great
conflict. When a movie seems to express a
desire to present this for its audience, only

COMING OUT
BEING OUT
A group for students exploring gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
transgendered and questioning identity
in a safe, supportive environment

3ottentomatoes.com

A spy thriller like all the others: Crowe and DiCaprio prove and maintain their acting
chops, although the film brings nothing new to the movie genre.
to rip it away to get more caught up in itself,
it's more confusing than moving. Many
times this is the undoing of spy thrillers,
and it is so in this movie as well.
However, this movie wasn't a complete
disaster. It showed a side to the Middle East
that is rarely shown, and its beautiful scenery was breathtaking at times. By showing
an American (DiCaprio) fighting for his
country falling in love with the culture
displays hope that these two polar opposite
societies can still get along.
When I got up mid-movie
for my customary bathroom
break, I swear I walked past
somebody sleeping. While I find

this an unspeakable act of sin, it is possible
that others may not be taken in by the suspense or the complexity that this plot tries
to grasp. And in the end, the movie is good
but it certainly won't blow you away. There
was also a bit of ... oh, what's it called? I
know it was something important that I was
thinking about before the realization of the
conclusion smacked me in the face... It had
something to do with society... Oh well, I
guess it wasn't that important.

Fairfield Career

^UNIVERSITY
Employer Presentations:
ALaS Consulting
Kelley Center Tuesday, October 28

Corner
5:00p.m. - 6:30p.m.

Employer Application Deadlines:
JPMorgan Chase Operations
and Business Services Development Program

10/16/08

Holtz Rubenstein Reminick
ntry Level -Audit /Accounting Services
Entry Level - Tax Services

10/16/08

Alliance Bernstein, L.R
Operations Associate

10/17/08

Bloomberg
Software Development Interview Day

10/17/08

a place to develop supportive friendships and discuss issues involved in

Enterprise-Rent-a-Car
Management Trainee, Full-time
Management Trainee Intern

10/17/08

coming out and being out. This group meets once a week.

Casso-Solar Corporation
Mechanical Engineer

10/17/08

Deloitte & Touche LLP
Internship: Enterprise Risk Services

10/20/08

This group is for students in all stages of the self discovery and comingout process or those questioning their identity. It's a safe, respectful and
confidential group to process issues of concern, worry, or hope as well as

IS THIS GROUP RIGHT FOR YOU?

It probably is if you have at least one of these issues:
•
•

I don't often share feelings, experiences, and information about my
sexual preferences
My life has several compartments (e.g., straight friends, gay friends,
secret encounters)

•

I feel very sensitive and fearful of others rejecting me

•

I am afraid of coming out to parents, friends, and roommates

•

I am not comfortable with (or sure about) my sexual identity

•

I feel lonely

•

I don't have a group of gay or bisexual friends that accept and support
me for being who I really am
If you have any questions, please e-mail Susan Birge at sbirae@mail.fairfield.edu
or call Counseling & Psychological Services at (203) .254-4000 ext. 2146

Sponsored fey Counseling & Psychological Services

W.B.Mason
Sales Representative
General Electric Company
Analyst
Forester Capital
Operations Assistant
Northwestern Mutual (Bender)
Financial Representative (FT)
Financial Representative Intern
ALaS Consulting Business Analyst

10/29/08

Be sure to visit eRecruiting for details and updates
Visit www.fairfield.edu/cpc-Select Student Information and eRecruiting
Nursing Career Fair
Friday, October 17
12:00p.m. - 3:00p.m.
Center

Kelley

Biology Career Night
An event for biology undergraduate students to learn about various fields, companies and positions
within the world of biology
Wednesday, October 22nd
6:00p.m. - 8:00p.m.
BCC Lower Lobby
Career Planning Center Resume Review/ Drop - In

Friday's 1:30p.m. - 4:00p.m.
Kelley Center

Career Planning Center

Editor: Tom Cleary
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HE Said / SHE Said

Josh Kenney

Tina Mascladrelli

Men are from Mars, women are from Venus
From a strictly biological
perspective, women exist in
their physical form to please
the eyes and loins of their male
counterparts.
It is through the power of operant conditioning that both sexes
participate in intercourse to advance the human race. In order to
put these proven theories into
context, I decided to give you,
the Fairfield male, some bathroom reading material.
To elicit the sexual
response of a college
male, the college female
must be attractive. This
is fact. While personality weighs in differently,
all men are innately interested in finding out
woman's cup size.
If you ladies were ever
wondering what we talk
about when you are just out
of hearing range, we usually rate
your attractiveness on a scale of
one to 10 and the probability of
having sex with you in relation to
how many drinks we've watched
you consume.
Perhaps the best story I've ever
heard concerning sexual appetite
was on rounds one night last year.
To this day, I'll never forget the

attempts of one very inebriated
freshman to get laid. A mass text
message to all his potential booty
calls produced one response from
a lucky lady thirsty for a snack.
However, his potential for round
two imploded when he was rudely
awakened after she had gone
through his cell phone's outbox.
That said most upperdassmen have standards. I'm
sure you all have become acquainted with the anomalies
that disrupt our beautiful
campus scenery. However, even the more
desirable female population has its fair share
of problems.
Regardless of how
good she was in the sack,
once we've discovered that
she's been around more
times than Sarah Palin we
draw the line. Often, these
ones keep calling even though they
have drunkenly admitted to how
much experience it's taken them
to master the fellatio. The absolute
worst are the clingers who bring
out their emotional baggage after
what we thought would just be a
one-night stay. If begging you to
call her daddy doesn't ruin your
climax I don't know what will.

Despite the many physical differences between
men and women, most
of which were taught to us in
awkward sex-ed classes by inexperienced and terrifying looking
teachers, there are also distinct
mental differences between the
sexes that prove why women
are best.
Men spend a majority of their
time, so it seems, struggling for
power. Whether it's your run of
the mill "Mr. Wall Street" striving to get that six figure jggf
bonus to buy another
Aston Martin for so
cial power, or your
generic cop that
always manages to
give you that speeding
ticket when you're try
ing to rush to the end of
Reef Road to find a parking
spot - they both scream,
"I need to feel superior to my
female counterpart."
Have you ever heard of the
phrase, "If women ruled the
world, there would be no wars?"
Men spend their lives in a constant and endless pursuit of satisfying their simple and barbaric
instinct of gaining power.
Being a girl has its advan-

tages. I say, let those pompous guys think they are better
drivers- and let them drive you
around, This way you can save
your gas money and boost your
man's already inflated ego.
Boys always buy girls drinks,
maybe for some pig-headed
reasons, but you're still getting
free cocktails. So entertain
the boys — keep batting
your eyelashes and you
can set yourself up for a
great night.
Girls also have the
magical resource of
beauty products.
As a female you
have the ability
to change your
clothes, hair and
make-up to transform
yourself out of an ugly
duckling stage. It's amazing what a waxing of a lip
or a curling of a lash can do for
some girls. When guys get a zit
on their face, it's out there for the
whole world to see - the invention of cover up and bronzer is a
beautiful thing.
So embrace being a girl, shop
for sexy clothes, treat yourself
to designer beauty products and
flaunt what you've got.

♦ Meet with graduate faculty from more than 40 areas of study,
including many programs offered with Connecticut teacher certification
♦ Find out about financial aid and graduate assistantships
♦ Get details on career services and living on campus
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COFFEE BREAK

Minor

How accepting do you

QUESTION OF THE WEEK

WANT MORE OF A
RESPONSE?

think Fairfield is of the

by Michelle Morrison

SEE "WORD ON THE
STREET"@
IFAIRFIELDMIRROR.COM ;

LGBT community?
-*t

"They could get more support on
campus for the efforts of the GayStraight Alliance. "
- Alexander Santiago ' 11

3

44
"College is a more welcoming
environment to come out than
■Jmh school."

*<r

"You can't have harmony if we 're
all playing the same note. I think
someone famous said that."

^ntha Roomey ' 11

- Jonathan Tirrell '09
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"I think Fairfield is definitely doing
well in terms ofsexual diversity in the
way it promotes events like Project
Halo and the Gay-Straight Alliance."

"I think that it's good that
the school is taking an
initiative to talk about it
and to make people comfortable about it."

-James Maresca '10

- Spenser Allaway '12
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TAN MORE! PAY LESS!

FRIDAY OCTOBER 17TH
HOUSE OF ROCK SERIES KICKOFF
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IN CONCERT
STARTS AT 10m @ THE I»EVEE

Snwuuir IteToin 18ri
DEAL Oft NO DEAL
COME PUY AND WIN SOME

Hollywood Tans Introduces
Lower Prices on All Tanning Packages

$$

STARTING AT 8J»M

BCCtl
VIDEO SAME EXTRAVAGANZA

flarthg

UNLIMITED
*99
TANNING #10-per month

AFTER DEAL OR NO DEAL

Com puy YOUR FAVORITE $AMES ON
Wn AND XBOX
COMING MEXT WEEK*
Thursday October UN at 8pm BCC U
Come decorate a pumpkin for your room/suite, townheuse
and enjoy Halloween movies and treats!

HOLLYWOOD TANS
STRATFORD

FAIRFIELD

NORWALK

1345 Bamum Ave.
Stratford, CT

2173 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT

440 Westport Ave.
Norwalk, CT

203-385-8555

203-336-8267

203-847-7755

COFFEE BREAK
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College Crossword
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by Joshua O'Connell

A Tangled Web
ACROSS
I. more faint
6. connected by marriage
II. not one was found in Iraq (abbr.)
14. used by doctors; unpleasant for
patients
15. corn
16. bread, or a New York city
17. popular diary site
19. the sixth sense? (abbr.)
20. it's made of months
21. dude, you're getting one!
22. relaxing spot
23. mix in a pot
25. type of semiconductor
27. Hollywood A-lister
28. male relative
30. one side or characteristic
32. antibody that fights bacteria (abbr.)
33. urges a dog to attack
35. created
36. New York City borough
39. barks
41. not rich
42. They sponsored Richard Petty
45. fold over a comer in a book
47. places where alcohol is served
49. one step on a ladder
50. FBI guy
53. release
54. type of reptile
55. unknown author, for short
56. Hawaiian island
58. beer belly
59. geeks love to download code
here
63. Boston public TV station (with W)
64. good job, or a candy bar
65. take advantage
66. OK (slang)
67. not fresh
68. Rudolph's harnesses
DOWN
1. smallest part of a monitor
2. tropical cuckoo
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3. collecting, like a fine
4. independent ruler (alt. spelling)
5. Indian prince
6. terrorist group of Islamic militants
7. clover fern
8. filled around the edges
9. plant that yields dowers of many
colors
10. it picks up water
11. took forcibly
12. Fox-owned social site
13. take off
18. decree
23. winter activity, or the item used
for such ah activity
24. four-handled drinking cup
26. part of a foot
27. a bridge, for instance
29. African tree

43

■53

52

54

31. intelligent
34. tree output

31

38

45
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LOGIC PUZZLE
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Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #1 •EASY
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36. movie format on the Web
37. small city
38. with to, challenge someone...
"go_ to
"(2wds.)
39. video sharing site
40. lamprey, for instance
42. Japanese warrior
43. three prefix
44. California clocks follow it in the
winter
45. an addict (slang)
46. used it all
48. be necessary (Brit, spelling)
51. type of cheese
52. register as a participant, in
Britain
55. inquires
57. at a distance
60. Froogle's mission (abbrev.)
61. Snoop mixed it with juice
62. above-ground trains

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
.

Fair-field University Glee Club
Caro I e Ann Maxwe II, D. S. M., Conductor

Sunday October 26, 2008
12:00pm in the Quick Center
Tickets on sale for
Quick Center at Box Office

Call (203) 254-4010
Students- $6
General admission- $10

PUZZLE #2-1 MEDIUM

4 7 5 8
3
8 2
4 6 7
7
6
5
5 9
1
4 7
8
4
5
6
4 7 3
5 6
6
9 3 1 4
PUZZLE #3 HARD

5
2
7 4
6
8 7
2
4
1
3
8
7
3
8
8

9
5

3

3 4 1
1 2
7

9
1
4
5 3 6

7 5 6
3
2
9
1

9 3
8 6 4

7

8
9

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

5
9

8
2
5

8
4
3
1 8
6
7 1
5

3

3 9
7
1
8
2
8 6
7
1
4
5
3
5
3 1
9
6
4
9
1 4
8
6

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Vengeance versus Vassar:
BY ANDREW CHAPIN

The desperation could be seen on their dirt smattered
faces. This was their season, and it was fading against a formidable opponent in Vassar.
However, in a back-and-forth fight until the end, Fairfield
emerged, at home, with its biggest victory of the season against
arguably their stiffest competition yet. The final score was
36-34 Fairfield. The win restored to first in their division with
an overall record of 4-1.
Vassar started the scoring with a try early on in the first
half to make it 5-0 after a missed kick.
Shortly after, the emerging Mark Keith '10, who has
become a consistent scoring threat with his game breaking
bursts, ripped off a long run along the sideline. After a stutter
step shook a Vassar player, Keith downed the ball for a try.
Keith converted on the kick to make it 7-5 Fairfield.
While the customary bagpipe player was home for the
weekend, a lively and surprisingly large Fairfield crowd
cheered on the "Red Ruggers."
"Fairfield's team looked like barbarians hungry for meat,"
Brian Larkin '09 said.
Vassar, however, was soon back on top after scoring a try
and converting the kick to make it 12-7.
Fairfield fired back with consecutive tries by Darragh
Lynch '09 and Timo Wilson '09. After Keith converted on
Lynch's try and missed on Wilson's, the score was 19-12
Fairfield.
While the "Red Ruggers" seemed to be in control, Vassar quickly scored on a play where the referee appeared to
miss a close call at the goal line. Regardless, the score stood
at 19-17.
Coach Matthew Leonard addressed his team at the
half, chiding their sloppy play and pleading with them not
to take penalties. The "Red Ruggers," once again, looked to
be plagued by the same mistakes realized in" a loss to Sacred

Men's Rugby avenges Sacred Heart loss with win over
Northeast rugby powerhouse

However, the second half did not go as Fairfield had
planned. After taking a penalty, Vassar converted on a threepoint penalty kick to make the score 20-19 Vassar.
Then, something seemed to click. Suddenly, Fairfield
was leveling punishing, legal hits and stopping any Vassar
attempts to move the ball. When the "Red Ruggers" gained
possession, passes that had been dropped were being caught
and Fairfield was advancing the ball down the field.
Fairfield took the lead after Domenic Celletti '09 drove
the ball over the line to make it 24-20. Just as soon as
Fairfield was up, however, they soon found themselves in the
hole again as Vassar scored and converted the kick to make
it 27-24. Before Fairfield could respond, they had turned the
ball over and Vassar quickly capitalized for another try. After
the kick was converted, it was 34-24 with only 10 minutes
remaining in the contest.
"Ten points down with 10 minutes to go," Leonard said.
"You guys are still in it."
Fairfield answered the call and saved their season with
heroic efforts all across the field. Mark Keith started the
comeback with a try to cut Vassar's lead to 34-29 after a
missed conversion kick.
Thanks to a rigid referee, there were constant stoppages
in play due to obstructions. Fairfield was able to gain posPeter CatyfThe Mirror session and march down the field, where Michael Vasko' 10
scored the tying try.
Upset City: Fairfield's "Red Ruggers" avenged last Sunday's loss to
Sacred Heart with a stirring 36-34 win over Vassar this past weekend.
Keith, who has been inconsistent with kicks in recent
weeks, lined up for what could be the game-winning kick.
Heart last week: dropped passes, missed tackles and drive The crowd was hushed as he took his stance, lined up the ball
killing penalties.
and sent it through the uprights.
"These guys should not even be in the game," he said.
Fairfield now led 36-34, a lead that would stand after an
With Fairfield up at the half 19-17, there was a push to impressive defensive stand ensured the victory.
keep the pressure on Vassar.
"It was probably the biggest win of the season. We haven't
"The rest of this season is in this half," Ricky Cinelli beaten them in six years," said Celletti. "And it showed the
'09 said to the team as they huddled right before the second rest of the league we're a force to be reckoned with."
half began.
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JMEN'S TENNIS

Doubled up at QU: Youth reigned for men's tennis as sophomore
Rob Ferrante paired up with freshman Joe Michalisin. The two finished
as runner-up in the Flight A bracket on the Quinnipiac Invitational in
Hamden, Conn. To reach the finals, Ferrante and Michalisin defeated
Quinnipiac's tandem, 8-5. In the finals, the two fell to the top-seeded
pair from Connecticut, Joe Goldstein and Ben Schueler, by a final
of 8-4.
Fairfield also experienced an interesting finale in the Right B portion of the singles bracket, in which Michalisin faced fellow freshman
Dan Sauter. After trading scores in the first two sets, both Michalisin
and Sauter were named co-champions of the division.

Peter Caty/The Mirror
Fighting for first: Casey Frobey '10 and the Stags battled to for a 3-0 victory over Canisius at Lessing Field on Sunday afternoon.
Fairfield also defated another Buffalo school, Niagara, on Friday night 2-0. The Stags are 3-1 in MAAC play, behind only 3-0-1 Loyola
and tied with Canisius. Frobey, a forward from Sandy Hook, Conn, has six points (one goal, four assists) this season.

IWOMEN'S TENNIS

Coming home with bronze: Women's tennis finished third
overall in this past weekend's New England Championships, which
took place on campus. Aside from the team's cumulative effort, the
team took home several individual awards. Junior Dana Postupack
finished as the runner-up in the Flight A division of the singles'
bracket. Junior Paulina Rys captured third-place in the Flight B division, winning an impressive match against Bryant's Katie Francazio
in straight sets.
Rys and freshman Kristen Liu finished as in second-place in
Flight A of the doubles' bracket.

IMALE STAG-LETE OF THE W^EIKI
ATHLETE: Vin Ferrer 12
SPORT: Cross Country
ACHIEVEMENT: Ferrer added to an already impressive start to his
career with a strong showing at this past weekend's New England Championships at Franklin Park in Boston, Mass. For the fourth consecutive
meet, Ferrer was the Stags' top finisher. He finished with a time of 26:07
in the five-mile (8k) race, which placed him 91st overall in a field of 316
runners. The Stags' next race is at the end of the month, an Oct. 26 race
in New Britain, Conn, at Central Connecticut State.

jCREW

Hitting the Housatonic: With the renowned Head of the
Charles race just weeks away, the men's and women's rowing
teams continued to prepare for the big race and continue their fall
season by taking part in the Head of the Housatonic this weekend
in Shelton, Conn.
Both teams, though, found stiff competition from MAAC opponent and in-state rivals.
. The men's varsity eight finished behind Iona. However, the
Stags' two entries in the varsity four both finished with strong showings. As for the women's team, the two entries into the varsity four
race finished twelfth and fifteenth overall.

FEMALE STAG-LETE OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Alex Lopez 11
SPORT: Volleyball
ACHIEVEMENT: It was quite a weekend for volleyball, and sophomore outside hitter Alex Lopez was at the middle of it. In Friday's win
over defending champion Siena, Lopez finished with a team-high 14
kills and 20 defensive digs. The Stags took the contest 3-2 in dramatic
fashion. This past Sunday afternoon, Lopez added to her impressive
weekend by adding nine kills and 13 digs.

MIRROR SPORTS
LYDIA

MARY

3x5

Card Swiper, Greeter

Sandwich Station

PAMELA

Chef, Pizzeria Station

SODEXHO EDITION

1. What's the newest thing
about the cafeteria?
2. What is your favorite meal
served at Barone?

3.Toss-up: New salad or sandwich station?
4. Funniest cafeteria moment
involving a student?

5. If I was in charge of the cafeteria for a day...

I'd have to say the changes to the dining room.

The new music. But I don't really
like it.

New look of the dining room. It's
very nice.

Definitely breakfast. Eggs and
bacon.

Chicken and spinach salad.

I'd have to say steak.

Usually the salads. They're healthier.

Sandwich. I make a good sandwich!

I like both additions. But salad has
the edge because it's healthier.

Just greeting the kids. I love it.

One time, I worked at the sandwich
station, and the boy wanted me to
make him two sandwiches!

One time, on an early Sunday morning, a guy came to the cafeteria in
his boxers.

I'd change the meals once a week
for a little variety.

I'd make a special sandwich. With
chips! The students will love it!

I'd do a United Nations theme with
a different country's cuisine at every station.
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Catch me if you can:
BY KEITH CONNORS

As a race begins and the
echo of a gun and the roar of a
crowd fade, Lauren Tehan thinks
of a song.
"Even though we stand alone,
we stand together," the freshman
says, recalling an old high school
rallying cry.
Fittingly, Tehan, who has already been named MAAC Runner
of the Week twice, has not stood
alone as the only freshman star on
the women's cross country team,
which has enjoyed tremendous success at the outset of the season.
Kristen Golen '12 is a fellow
standout and arguably Tehan's
staunchest competitor. However, the
two insist that a flourishing friendship hides beneath the surface.
"We are best friends," Tehan
said. "We have dinner together
every night.
"Besides, everyone on this
team is really good at leaving a race
on the course," Tehan added.
Both Tehan and Golen came to
Fairfield knowing that expectations
were high.
The Stags struggled mightily
last season, finishing 42nd of 44
teams at the 2007 New England
Championships. The Stags struggled for top finishers in invitational
meets in comparison with other
MAAC and New England teams.

"We knew freshman would
have to rise above," Golen recalls.
Expectations, though, are
nothing new to these rookies, both
of whom came from high schools
with extensive cross country backgrounds.
Golen graduated, from Great
Valley High School in Pennsylvania, one of the state's top programs.
Tehan, on the other hand, was
one of 150 student-athletes on the
cross country team at Jesuit High
School in Portland, Oreg.
Knowing full well of their parallel backgrounds, the two became
an integral part of Head Coach John
Sagnelli's efforts to remodel a flailing cross country program.
"Coach Sagnelli swayed us in
a way," Golen said. "He showed
from the start [of recruiting] that
he cared about the whole person,
not just the runner."
"I'm from Oregon, so it was a
chaotic transition to say the least,"
Tehan recalls. "Coach Sagnelli
came and picked up my bags for
me as soon as I got here."
Tehan added that Sagnelli has
emphasized camaraderie from the
outset of the season, a theme that
the team has adopted.
"All the girls know how to
work here. They have been great,"
Tehan said. "It's like we found a
little mini-family."
The striking similarities be-
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Success of freshmen Golen and Tehan mark the start of a new era
for the women's cross country team
tween the two,
though, have
extended from
reminiscences to
results.
Not only has
either Golen or
Tehan finished as
the Stags' leading
runner in each of
the team's first five
meets of the season, but the two
have also finished
1-2 in three of
those five meets.
Tehan began
the year as the
Stags' leading runContributed photo
ner in the team's
first three meets, Off and running: Freshman Kristen Golen (above) and the women's cross country
including a finish team has enjoyed one of the team's best starts in recent memory.
of 17th overall at
the Fairfield Invitational on camSpurred by Golen and Tehan's sync, the whole team struggles. If
pus.
efforts, Fairfield placed 30 out of one of us doesn't do well, it affects
Lately, though, it has been Go- 45 teams; a season ago, the team the whole team."
len who has excelled as the Stags' finished 42nd of 44 teams.
With four meets remaining in
strongest runner.
"It's exciting to think about," the season, both Tehan and Golen
Following a ninth overall Tehan said. "Last year we would've gush about the possibilities that
finish at the Fr. Leeber Invita- gotten 2nd to last, and this year we lie ahead.
tional on Sept. 27, Golen was again are disappointed with 30th."
"The biggest thing we are
"It says a lot about how far this learning is confidence," Golen
Fairfield's top finisher at this past
weekend's New England Champi- team has come," Golen said.
said. "We have to remember we
Regardless of their role in the are facing other team's best, senior
onship in Boston, Mass., finishing
117th in a field of 299 with a time women's team's resurgence, both runners."
freshman are quick to note that
"After all, we're just freshof 19:38.00.
men," Golen said.
Tehan also placed strongly in cross country is a team sport.
the race, finishing 158th with a time
"It's a lot like basketball,"
Tehan said. "If one player is out of
of 20:06.00.
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Eight straight MAAC wins
for Volleyball

Men's soccer looks
to rebound in
MAAC schedule
CONTINUED FROM P.

Burridge. "I don't know why
he called that. When I asked
the official, he said that I
held them. I don't know."
As Burridge charged
on the net with just over
nine minutes remaining, the
Eagles goalkeeper Chris
Brown rushed out and took
him out and Burridge was
awarded a penalty shot,
which he converted on.
"I couldn't really do
anything, the goalie came so
far out and smashed into me.
He's a 200-pound guy, you
know," said Burridge.
Despite the improvements the Stags have made
with a team hurt by both
injuries and inexperience, it
is impossible to ignore the
fact that Fairfield is off to a
3-5 start. It is the Stags worst
start since 2003, when they
began the season 3-5-1 en
route to a 7-8-2 record.
But the MAAC season provides the Stags an
opportunity to begin the
season again. They will
be without both starting

CONTINUED FROM P.

24

center backs on defense,
Jack Cleverley and Tom
Clements, who broke his
ribs against Iona two weeks
ago and is expected to miss
at least two more weeks.
After the Stags loss to
the Eagles, Rees said that he
was pleased by the effort of
the players who stepped up
as replacmenents.
"I think we got to see
three non-regular starters
stand up and be counted tonight," Rees said. "It gives
us some options come the
MAAC. We played tonight
without our two central
defenders, and one of them
is our captain. I thought that
[senior Mike] Lentine and
[junior David] Piedrahita
led the team with dignity
and ambition."
"Character is going to
dictate the success of this
team, like any other team.
There was a lot of positive
character straits being
demonstrated tonight,"
he added.
Fairfield will face the

16,2008 23
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Moving forward: Matthew Uy '11 and the Stags came
up just short against Boston College but now enter an
important eight-game stretch in conference play.
tough task of climbing back
to the top of the MAAC,
where the Stags have sat for
the past three seasons.
, After a loss at Iona,
Fairfield is 0-1 in conference, while No. 17 Loyola
and Siena share first-place
with 2-0 records.
But after their solid performance over Boston College, the Stags are brimming
with confidence heading into
the next eight games of the
conference schedule.
"The guy's just showed
so much heart, grit, and determination. We had a goal

disallowed in the second
half. I'm proud of the lads,
we did fantastic," said Burridge, a transfer from South
Carolina Upstate who has
two goals this season. "If we
carry this performance over
to the MAAC games, I don't
see it being a problem at all
for us to be a contender in
the MAAC."
Loyola is doing really well. But tonight, you
could've put Real Madrid
out there in our second
half performance and we
would've given them a
good game."

24

Fairfield pulled even at 13-13 after a timely kill by sophomore Alex Lopez.
After junior Katie Mann followed that point with an ace on
the next point, the Stags secured a 15-13
victory as a hit by Siena's Kelly Hummel
sailed just wide of the end line.
Regardless of the dramatic win, Pittenger was equally as impressed with the
team's dominant 3-0 win over Loyola on
Sunday afternoon.
"Like we've said the whole time [the MAAC] is pretty much anybody's
game," Pittenger said.
LOPEZ
Pittenger was especially pleased
with the efforts of sophomores Hughes
and Lopez, both of whom have developed into integral parts
of the team's offense.
In the victory against Siena, Lopez totaled a team-high
14 kills and an impressive 20 digs.
Lopez followed up that effort with nine kills and eleven
digs against Loyola on Sunday afternoon.
Hughes' maturation at outside hitter, though, as been
equally as important as her fellow sophomore.
In this past weekend's matches against Siena and Loyola,
Hughes recorded 23 kills.
On the season, she leads the team with 185 kills, and
Hughes has recorded ten games of ten-plus kills.
Pittenger claims that early-season work in practice is just
beginning to rear its head for a relatively young team.
"We've made a lot of improvements you've seen from
practice," Pittenger said. "We've seen improvements. The other
teams are improving also, so we've got to keep it up."
Following a brief respite, the Stags return to action this
weekend with two away matches in the tri-state area, beginning
with a Saturday afternoon contest against St. Peter's.
The Stags finish the weekend with a match against Iona
in New Rochelle, N.Y. this coming Sunday.

Editor: Keith Connors
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Just out of reach

Volleyball downs Siena
and Loyola, improves to
8-0 in conference play

1

BY KEITH CONNORS
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Heads up: Tucker Nathans '10 (in the air in white) and the Stags came up short against Boston College last
Wednesday night as they were unable to convert on a last second goal which would have tied-up a 2-1 game.

Men's soccer looks to build off of near upset of BC
BY TOM CLEARY

Head Coach Carl Rees and
the men's soccer team entered last
Wednesday night's game against
Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC)
opponent Boston College with hopes
of pulling off an upset.
But even after a 2-1 loss and a
failed second-half comeback, Rees and
the Stags were not disappointed.
"You have to understand that this
is a top ACC team," said Rees of the
5-4-1 Eagles, which were ranked first
in the country going into last year's
national tournament. "We weren't
scared to play, and we showed real
good character.

"We had a goal disallowed and
we scored a goal. At the end, there
was only one team happy at the final
whistle. If we can do that to an ACC
team, then I'm happy with that. And
our lads should be pleased with that,"
he added.
After falling behind 1-0 on a
Boston College goal just four minutes
into the game, the Stags struggled to
gain possession of the ball. The Eagles
tightened their defense and were able
to control the game's pace.
The Eagles again scored early this
time in the second half, when Jeremiah
Gallington took a pass from Conor
Fitzpatrick 12 yards away from the
goal and moved in on the net, putting

Defensive difference:
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

Defense wins championships.
At least, that what the women's
soccer team is hoping after two
consecutive shutouts against conference opponents improved the
team to 10-3-2 overall and 3-1 in
the MAAC.
The Stags beat Niagara 2-0 on
Friday and Canisius 3-0 on Sunday,
both at Lessing Field.
"Defensively, we are very organized," said senior captain Robyn
Decker. "There's only two seniors,
and freshmen and sophomores have
really stepped up. My sister has
done an amazing job."
Two seniors, Decker and Caroline Downey anchor the defense,
which allows 0.46 goals per game,
Il N SID ES PO R

the best mark in the MAAC.
The rest of the defense is made
up of freshmen and sophomores.
Robyn's freshman sister, Alyssa, has
started every game she has played
along with Kelly Steele '11.
The Decker sisters and starting freshman goalkeeper Kelly
Boudreau have all played together in the past, as all three are
from Connecticut.
"I've played with Kelly and my
sister forever," said Robyn Decker.
"They have been playing a little
more consistent. Especially Kelly
[a few games ago,] she played probably the best game of her life."
Boudreau was named the
MAAC Defensive Player of the
Week for her performance over
the weekend. She made five saves
against Niagara and three against

a shot past the sprawling Fairfield
goalkeeper Justin Burse.
"We needed to meet them higher
at the field. Our starting position as
defenders needed to be tighter on
the ball," said Rees. "I thought that
we needed to be collectively more
assertive."
The Stags had multiple chances
to score and nearly did when Burridge
struck a header into the right corner of
the net for an apparent goal with 25:01
remaining in the game.
"The official said that I climbed
up above the defender. But, at the time,
I was away from the defender," said
SEE

"MAAC"

ON P.
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Head Coach Alija Pittenger insisted that Friday night's match
against Siena was like any other match.
Pittenger's words turned out to be prophetic, as the Saints
suffered a similar fate as every other MAAC opponent the Stags
have played this season.
The Stags' 3-2 victory this past Friday night against Siena, last
season's conference champions, extended volleyball's season-high
winning streak. Two days later, a 3-0 win against Loyola, the Stags
sixth shutout in only eight MAAC games, stretched the streak to
eight consecutive games, which is tied for the team's ninth-best
start in program history.
The win moves the Stags' record to 10-9 on the season, with
an 8-0 conference record.
Fairfield now sits alone atop the MAAC
standings, and is currently the only team in
the conference that remains undefeated.
In addition, the streak is one game
shy of last year's mark of nine consecutive
wins. Last year, though, Fairfield dropped
its MAAC opener to Siena in a 3-2 loss in
Albany, N.Y.
Pittenger, though, made it a point to
PITTENGER
praise the team's attitude rather than its
recent successes.
"Against Siena, we [had] to be ready to play," Pittenger said.
"It's just a mindset. It's kind of the attitude we've taken in all our
games so far."
The match against the Saints was nothing short of an average
match, though.
Siena and Fairfield exchanged sets in the first two series of the
game, with the Saints edging Fairfield 25-22 in the first set and the
Stags returning the favor by the same score in the second.
Fairfield responded to the change in momentum with a dominant showing in the game's third set, taking the series by a score
of 25-12. At one point in the set, Fairfield outscored Siena by a
10-2 margin.
Siena, though, responded in kind with an equally impressive
fourth set, spurred by a 6-0 run early in the exchange.
"I think they are a team that is used to winning," said Pittenger
of the Saints' resiliency. "They've had a lot of success in the past,
and, they are [still] a very good team."
In the fifth and final set, the Stags had to hold back a comeback
from the Saints, who went from trailing 10-7 to holding a 13-12
lead and within two points of a crucial conference win.
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Women's soccer back on winning streak with
back-to-back MAAG wins over Canisius and Niagara

Canisius and ranks 46th in the nation in goals-against average, allowing 0.72 per game, and 28th in save
percentage, at 0.86.
Freshman Jasmin Corniel also
won a weekly award, earning the
MAAC Offensive Player of the
Week. She scored a goal with 12
seconds left against Niagara and
netted two goals in the win over
Canisius. Corniel is one of the
young forwards the Stags have been
using. Sophomore Nicole Cavallaro, freshman Spenser Allaway .
and Corniel all receive significant A youth movement: Women's soccer's impressive freshmen class,
playing time. Brianna Miller '12 is including goalkeeper Kelly Boudreau '12, seem prepared for the start of
also beginning to play more after MAAC play.
being limited by an injury.
"It's a good problem to have," We can see whose playing well and She's got blazing speed and athletisaid O'Brien. "Bri Miller was out, sub. You saw what happened today. cism. We've got a sophomore and
but now she's starting to establish Jasmin starts on the bench, but then three freshmen, so they just need
herself and we'll have four girls. comes in and pitches in two goals. the experience."
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